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Program Semantics



F. William Lawvere, may he rest in peace

“Everyday human activities such as building a house on a hill by a stream, laying 
a network of telephone conduits, navigating the solar system, require plans 
that can work. Planning any such undertaking requires the development of 
thinking about space. Each development involves many steps of thought and 
many related geometrical constructions on spaces. Because of the necessary 
multistep nature of thinking about space, uniquely mathematical measures 
must be taken to make it reliable. Only explicit principles of thinking (logic) and 
explicit principles of space (geometry) can guarantee reliability.”
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Different models of computation surface different facets of program execution 
that we wish to study.
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executions are modeled 
“intensionally” by the 
(potentially infinite) quantity of 
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To verify: complexity bounds

information 
flow

Observer model: 
executions are modeled by 
(possibly empty) sets of clients 
who can “observe” the 
termination of the program. 
 
To verify: security and 
noninterference

Each of these mathematical models represents a different 
abstraction of the behavior of programs on physical hardware. 
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execution in non-trivial ways.

• For example, establishing a complexity bound for a sorting function may involve 
functional correctness (I/O behavior) lemmas for its subroutines.

• Conversely, a complexity bound implies termination, which is a property of I/O 
behavior and could be used to establish functional correctness.

• Blackbox models and cost models disagree: does mergesort = insertionsort?

• My research for the past three years has aimed to uncover the “laws of motion” that 
govern the interaction between all such facets — to facilitate modular verifications that 
cut across different facets of program execution. Key idea: “phase composition”.

• This research program has led to the solution of several open problems in 
dependent type theory.
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(A form of “proof-relevant refinement types”, cf. Melliès & Zeilberger)
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ω

• Synthetic domain theory: 
“sets” in a topos. Amenable to 
gluing constructions that 
correspond to phase 
composition.
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Phase composition by gluing spaces
Just as individual spaces in topology can be glued together, entire theories of 
spaces can also be glued together to give a “new kind of space”.

These gluings provide universal ways to surface subtle facets of computation 
(see also the recent work of Matache, Moss, Staton).
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Niu, S., Grodin, Harper. “A Cost-Aware Logical 
Framework.” POPL ’22.
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• Noninterference in the model follows immediately; it is lifted from the model to 
the programming language by means of a further gluing.

S. & Harper. “Sheaf semantics of termination-insensitive 
noninterference.” FSCD ’22.
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coherence for -type theories.” 

Unpublished manuscript.
∞
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“laws of motion” of glued notions of space.

• For specialists: STC is the internal language of Artin–Wraith gluings of 
toposes. STC combines modularly with several forms of synthetic domain 
theory.

• STC is a synthetic reformulation of logical relations, the fundamental proof 
technique of programming languages.

S. “First Steps in Synthetic Tait Computability: The 
Objective Metatheory of Cubical Type Theory.”  

Ph.D. Thesis, Carnegie Mellon University.
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moduli spaces of computational domains. Synthesis with recent 
developments in homotopy type theory, -category theory.∞

• General domain theory: several classes of models of synthetic & axiomatic 
domain theory are well-studied, but much remains to do in the general theory 
of composing domain theories. (See Fiore’s thesis; on guarded side, Palombi & 
S. in MFPS ’22.) Needed in order to scale up my methods to more 
sophisticated programming constructs.

• Denotational semantics of higher-order reference types (with Gratzer, 
Birkedal) in synthetic guarded domain theory; higher-order separation logic 
over denotational semantics (with Aagaard, Birkedal). Applying semantic 
methods to “realistic” programming languages rather than toy languages.
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